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By Aaron Shaw

 The Pi Wire

Things move quickly in the Raspberry Pi ecosystem. This regular column rounds up 
the best Raspberry Pi and open hardware news to keep you up to date on the latest 
projects, products, and events.

RaspbeRRy pi Model b+ upgRade  
The biggest piece of news over the last couple of months is the release of 
a new and improved version of the Raspberry Pi Model B, which has 
been very aptly named the Raspberry Pi Model B+. The B+ model was 
redesigned from the ground up with an improved layout, more efficient 
power consumption, and four squarely placed mounting holes for ease 
of use in embedded projects.

You will find more information about the new Raspberry Pi hardware 
by visiting the Raspberry Pi Foundation website [1]. Or, see the inter-
view with Eben Upton or the “Exploring the B+” elsewhere in this 
issue for an update on the new Model B+ and the motivations behind 
the change.

New VeRsioN of Noobs aNd all MajoR 
os alteRNatiVes  
The Raspberry Pi hardware would be nothing without the incredibly 

stable and polished software that truly makes it shine. Almost immediately after we 
went to press with the last issue, a new version of the wonderfully easy and useful NOOBS 
(New Out Of the Box Software) package was released. NOOBS was originally released in June 
2013 and was developed to make the operating system installation easier for beginners, re-
gardless of what they wanted to use their Pi for (general purpose, media center etc.). How-
ever, even experienced Raspberry Pi users discovered that NOOBS often saves a significant 
amount of time and effort over the “traditional” SD card imaging methods.

The recent NOOBS update not only readied the NOOBS software for the new and improved 
version of the Raspberry Pi, but it has also brought updates of all the major operating systems 

that are endorsed by the Raspberry Pi Foundation: Raspbian, Pidora, OpenELEC, 
Raspbmc, Arch Linux, and RISC OS.

You can download the new version of NOOBS 
(currently 1.3.9) and all of the operating systems 
contained within it, on the Raspberry Pi Foundation 
website [2]. You will also find NOOBS 1.3.9 on the 
DVD enclosed with the print edition of this issue.

If you are already up and running with your Raspberry 
Pi with any of the operating systems mentioned above, 
you can update the system with the usual method: open 
a terminal session and run the following code:

sudo apt‑get update
sudo apt‑get upgrade

If you are installing NOOBS for the first time, you might 
want to consider an SD card with NOOBS preinstalled, 
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or alternatively, you can take a look at the useful setup guide provided by the Raspberry Pi 
Foundation [3].

tRackiNg weaRables with the RaspbeRRy pi  
The cyber-security firm Symantec has demonstrated that an attacker with a Raspberry Pi and 
other hardware (at a total cost of just UK£ 40 or US$ 75) can hack into the 
wearable gadgets of passersby!

According to an article found at the Symantec website [4], 
the only necessary tools are a Raspberry Pi with a Bluetooth 
radio module hooked up to it and a battery pack for portabil-
ity. The Bluetooth connectivity was not used to actually con-
nect to the devices. Instead, it was used just to monitor the air-
waves, locate any wearables, and sniff out the data that was ex-
changed between the gadgets and smartphones or other nearby 
devices. Symantec conducted this research in large open areas, 
such as parks, and large gatherings, such as sporting and other 
events.

Wearable gadgets are becoming more and more popular, but 
wearable technology is still a relatively new field. It seems that 
Symantec has done this research in an effort to highlight the lack 
of security and data protection exhibited by these devices when 
they communicate with the smartphones to which they are at-
tached. Symantec described the process of hacking into a wearable 
device as “trivial” to anyone with a bit of computer and electronics knowledge.

According to the study, 20 percent of smartphone apps that went alongside these wear-
able gadgets were extremely insecure as well. Most of the apps are connected to cloud-
based servers, which collate all the data and provide user portals to display and save per-
sonal metrics. This disturbingly high percentage of the tested smartphone apps sent per-
sonal info (including date of birth, relationship status, and, in some cases, login informa-
tion) in plain text to a cloud-based server with no encryption whatsoever.

The article concludes with a number of useful recommendations that will come as no sur-
prise for experienced users, for instance: Don’t give away personal information without the 
knowledge of the security environment, and use strong and unique passwords.

slice – a Media playeR with a diffeReNce  
Slice is a media player with a Raspberry Pi at its heart! The Slice player is another exciting 
product to make use of the Raspberry Pi Compute Module 
that was announced earlier this year and featured in 
Issue 5 of Raspberry Pi Geek. At the time of writing, Slice 
has already far exceeded its funding target on Kickstarter 
and has unlocked the first three of its stretch goals with 
just under a month to go.

The Slice media player runs XBMC by standard, but 
because it is built around a Raspberry Pi Compute 
Module, you can also customize it to your liking and 
run any of the other operating systems currently avail-
able for the Raspberry Pi. The whole project is built 
on open technologies, and the creators of Slice 
(FiveNinjas) say they will be releasing the new driv-
ers they have created to the community. Delve a lit-
tle deeper into the information, and you will find 
that the FiveNinjas director of hardware engineer-
ing and the director of software engineering both are  
affiliated with the Raspberry Pi Foundation.

The standard Slice package, including a 1TB hard drive, is available for UK£ 169 
(~US$ 280). All the necessary information, including a link to their Kickstarter project, is 
available from the FiveNinjas website [5].
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huMMiNgboaRd Now aVailable  
The Raspberry Pi has sparked a new interest in micro-computers and electronics, spawning a 
large number of very similar new products, which, at a quick glance, could easily be mistaken 
for the Raspberry Pi itself. 

The HummingBoard certainly fits into this category. HummingBoard is manufactured by 
SolidRun, a highly regarded company in the microcomputer world known for the CuBox-i, 

which is often used as a highly capable media center platform. 
Issue 6 of Raspberry Pi Geek looked at another 

board called the Banana Pi, which is a 
fairly obvious clone of the Raspberry 
Pi. Like the Banana Pi, the Humming-
Board looks very much like the Rasp-
berry Pi; however, it also brings with it 
an interesting array of innovative 
ideas, as well as what appears to be a 
fully customized software stack that 
will happily run across any of the 
SolidRun products.

The design is modular, featuring the 
HummingBoard carrier and then one of 
the modules from SolidRun’s MicroSOM 
collection (micro-system on a module), 
with the option to have WiFi and Blue-
tooth on board as well. Should you need 
extra RAM or a more powerful processor 

in the future, you can upgrade the MicroSOM without upgrading the carrier. All of these op-
tions lead to the choice between a huge and somewhat perplexing 16 different variations! The 
prices range from US$ 44.99 for the base model right up to US$ 146 for the full-featured, 
quad-core version.

The HummingBoard addresses a number of the concerns raised over the Banana Pi. The 
makers admit that the layout is designed to be identical to the Raspberry and, unlike the Ba-
nana Pi, the HummingBoard has been confirmed to work with a number of Raspberry Pi 
cases with little to no modification. The compatibility with the Raspberry Pi GPIO layout is 
unconfirmed at this point, although I might have an update on that in a later issue. 

I have several sample SolidRun boards on order and will take a closer look at this product 
in a future issue. In the meantime, you can find more information at the SolidRun website [6].

deVelopMeNt kit foR spectRal seNsiNg  
Ocean Optics has introduced a new set of spectral sensing tools for devel-
opers and others who want to deploy spectroscopy in new applications. 
The STS Developers Kit makes it possible to create a platform for easy, af-
fordable, research-quality spectral measurements. 

The kit brings together Ocean Optics’ powerful STS spectrometer, a 
Raspberry Pi (of course!), customizable software, and wireless capabili-
ties in a single package. You can quickly configure the kit right out of the 
box for a variety of measurements. You can use the kit to develop hand-
held devices for applications such as color determination in liquid, gases, 
and solids, color temperature of LEDs, or solar UV data collection. You 
can also create cloud-connected measurement clusters, and even mount 
the sensors on UAVs for remote monitoring (see the picture).

The STS Developer Kit takes advantage of the Raspberry Pi’s flexibil-
ity and adaptability to enable new uses for spectroscopy. Once con-
nected to a WiFi network, the spectrometer can be controlled through 
phone, tablet, or web browser. The WiFi range is up to 150m, and all 
data is securely stored on the Raspberry Pi SD card. The kit comes pre-
loaded with this simple interface and is ready to use out of the box, but 
the development platform makes it fast and easy to customize for spe-
cial projects.
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The web scripting API enables quick development of custom scripts and applications, al-
lowing the STS and Raspberry Pi to perform even more complex tasks. Ocean Op-
tics SeaBreeze drivers communicate directly with the spectrome-
ter via the USB interface. A daemon service enables more auton-
omous functionality, as well as coordination with other hard-
ware, such as switches or even sampling accessories. 

The core of the kit is Ocean Optics’ STS micro-spectrometer – 
which, at less than 42 mm square and 24 mm high, delivers fan-
tastic power in a very small footprint. The optical design and ad-
vanced CMOS detector elevate the STS to performance levels com-
parable to larger and more expensive spectrometers. Excellent lin-
earity, high dynamic range, and wavelength accuracy ensure repro-
ducible and repeatable results. In addition, high thermal stability 
performance and low baseline drift ensure that data stays accurate, 
even under changing environmental conditions.

The STS Developer Kit offers the choice of three STS models: STS-
UV (190-650 nm), STS-Vis (350-800 nm), and STS-NIR (650-1100 
nm). We've only been provided with ballpark figures for these de-
vices, but the models are available for approximately UK£ 1,000 (US$ 1,500). Pricing is the 
same for all variants. You can request tailored pricing and find more information at the 
Ocean Optics website [7].

bRoadcoM usb hub aNd wifi adapteR  
Broadcom, the designers and manufacturers of the BCM2835 SoC (system 
on a chip) that sits at the heart of the Raspberry Pi, has recently an-
nounced the intention to release a USB WiFi (802.11b/ g/ n) dongle with 
integrated 2-port USB hub, which is squarely aimed at users of the Model 
A Raspberry Pi, as a quick and easy way to add networking and addi-
tional USB ports.

The full specification is pretty much as you would expect for any mod-
ern WiFi dongle on the market; however, interestingly, the USB hub sup-
ports powering either directly from the Raspberry Pi via USB or with an 
optional external power source for high-power applications. Addition-
ally, the specification includes support for Broadcom WICED SENSE 
functionality with an optional Bluetooth 4.1 dongle. The price is likely 
to be around £8.50 (US$ 15) and should be available from all of the 
major Raspberry Pi retailers very soon.

sNappicaM caMeRa pRoject  
Yet another Raspberry Pi-based camera project has recently taken to Kickstarter for funding. 
A previous issue of Raspberry Pi Geek featured the OTTO-hackable GIF camera, which was 
the first product launched to make use of the Raspberry Pi Compute Module. The SnapPi-
Cam takes a different ap-
proach and actually makes 
use of the standard Rasp-
berry Pi Model A and the 
official Raspberry Pi camera 
module, as well as a host of 
Adafruit accessories and a 
laser-cut Pibow-esque case. 

Unfortunately, the Kick-
starter fundraising project 
looks like it is going to fall 
short of its £40,000 target 
[8], but you can still find 
the build instructions on 
the Instructables site [9].
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soNic pi coMpetitioN: 5,000 fRee RaspbeRRy pis  
The Raspberry Pi Foundation recently announced that in September they will start a Sonic 
Pi 2 competition, to coincide with the launch of the new version of Sonic Pi and the new UK 
computing curriculum. The competition will award 5,000 Raspberry Pis as prizes.

Sonic Pi is, in the words of creator Sam Aaron, is “an open source programming environ-
ment designed to explore and teach programming concepts through the process of creating 
new sounds.” If you want to find out more about Sonic Pi, visit the dedicated website [10]. 
See the Raspberry Pi blog for more on the Sonic Pi competition [11].

MatheMatica 10 Now aVailable foR the RaspbeRRy pi  
Issue 5 of Raspberry Pi Geek included an introduction to Mathematica and the Wolfram Lan-
guage on the Raspberry Pi. At the beginning of July, Wolfram Research announced a huge up-

date to their software – Mathematica 10, which has brought with it a 
whole host of new features, including 700 new functions. The good news 
is that Mathematica 10 is still free for use on the Raspberry Pi, which rep-
resents a huge saving over the normal cost of this impressive software.

Mathematica 10 will be included by default in future versions of 
NOOBS; however, if you are using a slightly older version, you can down-
load Mathematica 10 using the following commands in the terminal:

sudo apt‑get update
sudo apt‑get install wolfram‑engine

See the Raspberry Pi Foundation website for more on Mathematica 10 [12].

upcoMiNg eVeNts  
•	 Cambridge	Raspberry	Jam	–	Cambridge,	UK	(6th	September)	–	http://  www.  eventbrite.  co. 

 uk/  e/  cambridge‑raspberry‑jam‑6th‑september‑2014‑tickets‑12689605953
•	 Raspberry	Jam	Berlin	–	Berlin,	Germany	(13th	September)	–	 

https://  www.  eventbrite.  com/  e/  raspberry‑jam‑berlin‑tickets‑12509228439
•	 NYC	Raspberry	Jam	–	New	York	City,	USA	(17th	September)	–	 

http://  www.  meetup.  com/  NYC‑Raspberry‑Jam/
•	 PyConUK	–	Coventry,	UK	(19th	to	22nd	September)	–	http://  www.  pyconuk.  org/
•	 Raspberry	Pi	User	Group	-	Richardson,	TX,	USA	(20th	September)	–	 

http://  www.  meetup.  com/  PiJamDFW/  events/  201231012/
•	 World	Maker	Faire	New	York	–	Corona,	NY,	USA	(21st	and	22nd	September)	–	 

http://  makerfaire.  com/
•	 Melbourne	Raspberry	Pi	Jam	–	Melbourne,	Australia	(28th	September)	–	 

http://  www.  meetup.  com/  Melbourne‑Raspberry‑Jam/  events/  ddjzjkysmblc/
•	 Raspberry	Pint	London	–	London,	UK	(30th	September)	–	 

http://  www.  meetup.  com/  Raspberry‑Pint‑London/  events/  dpjjfgysmbnc/
•	 Raspberry	Pi	and	Arduino	Nights	–	Oakland,	CA,	USA	(1st	October)	–	 

http://  www.  meetup.  com/  Raspberry‑Pi‑SF‑Bay‑Area/  events/  qsnkfhysnbcb/
•	 Maker	Faire	Rome	–	Rome,	Italy	(3rd	to	5th	October)	–	http://  www.  makerfairerome.  eu/  en/
•	 Inland	Empire	Mini	Maker	Faire	–	Riverside,	CA,	USA	(4th	October)	–	 

http://  www.  meetup.  com/  Riverside‑Raspberry/  events/  197283782/
•	 Croydon	Raspberry	Jam	–	Croydon,	UK	(25th	October)	–	 

http://  www.  eventbrite.  co.  uk/  e/  croydon‑raspberry‑pi‑jam‑tickets‑12764487927
•	 Denver	Monthly	Microcontroller	Meetup	–	Denver,	CO,	USA	(5th	November)	–	http://  www. 

 meetup.  com/  Denver‑Microcontroller‑FPGA‑Embedded‑Group/  events/  dsbkvdyspbhb/
•	 Pi	Wars	Raspberry	Pi	Robotics	Challenge	–	Cambridge,	UK	(6th	December)	–	http://  piwars.  org/

If you have an event you would like help with publicizing, or a breaking news story you think would 
interest our readers, submit it to us via email to sales@pi‑supply.  com or tweet to @shawaj2.

Remember that this magazine is only released every second month, so if you are submitting 
news or events, please understand that we need as much notice as possible (at least 3 or 4 
months, or, preferably, 6 months in advance) for your information to reach our readers on time.
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Shop the Shop        shop.linuxnewmedia.com

Find it on newSStandS now or order online:

shop.l inuxnewmedia.com/specials

You don’t have to abandon 
your computer just because 
Microsoft is abandoning 
Windows XP. Get a fresh 
start with Linux!
Our Free from XP special shows you 
how to:

▪  Install Linux

▪  Download and install free software 
for your Linux system

▪ Create documents and spreadsheets

▪ Play games

▪ Manage photos

▪ Play music and videos

This single-volume special edition is all 
you need to get started. If you already 
know Linux, buy the Free from XP 
special for a friend!

Join The linux revoluTion! 
WaTch your neWssTands for

free froM xP

FREE FROM XP
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